2010-2011 DISTRICT 3 GIRLS TENNIS TEAM CHAMPIONSHIPS --- CLASS AAA

QUARTERFINALS

Wilson 3, Central York 0
No. 1 singles: Cara Wirth W def. Emily Kuhn 6-0, 6-1
No. 2 singles: Julie Seidel W vs Julia Learmonth 6-2, 4-1 (incomplete)
No. 3 singles: Sruthi Kamprath W def. Tori Gray 6-0, 6-0
No. 1 doubles: Sami Weisberg/Christine Covell W def. Dwina Patel/Taylor Bury 6-2, 6-0
No. 2 doubles: Kirsten Biehl/Maddy Stambaugh W vs Morgen Snowadzky/Katie Adams 6-2, 4-3 (incomplete)

Manheim Township 4, Cumberland Valley 0
No. 1 singles: Lauren Stauffer MT vs Amelia Capuano 6-4, 2-1 (incomplete)
No. 2 singles: Caroline Barry MT def. Jenna Laubach 6-2, 6-0
No. 3 singles: Abby Belser MT def. Sami Larsen 6-0, 6-0
No. 1 doubles: Emily Kager/Nina Simic MT def. Katie Bailey/Lindsey Barnhard 6-2, 6-1
No. 2 doubles: Taylor Evans/Lauren Collins MT def. Stephanie Bartikowski/Julia Hotchner 6-0, 6-0

Hempfield 3, Hershey 1
No. 1 singles: Hannah Pipkin Hemp def Alex Oggero 6-1, 6-1
No. 2 singles: Mackenzie Smith Hemp def. Kathy Arazawa 6-0, 6-1
No. 3 singles: Varsha Pramil Her def. Alyssa Konas 6-1, 6-0
No. 1 doubles: Meredith Royer/Stephanie Harned Her vs Carly Deihm/Taylor Helsel 7-5, 3-2 (incomplete)
No. 2 doubles: Anna Ageyeva/Chloe Powell Hemp def. Kylie Hostrander/Jennifer Kitlan 7-6(4), 6-3

Twin Valley 3, Dallastown 2
No. 1 singles: Molly Norton DT def. MaCallee Corson 6-4, 6-0
No. 2 singles: Tori Davis DT def. Brook Horning 6-3, 6-0
No. 3 singles: Aimee Rosenbaum TV def Emily Westenberger 6-7(4), 7-5, 6-2
No. 1 doubles: Kaitlyn Ulrich/Spencer Corson TV def. Jennifer Kearney/Danielle Lucabaugh 6-3, 6-0
No. 2 doubles: Christine Blank/Kaliegh DiNoto TV def. Amanda Shapiro/Laura Tileston 6-1, 6-0

SEMFINALS

Manheim Twp. 3, Wilson 1
No. 1 singles: Cara Wirth W def. Lauren Stauffer 6-0, 6-3
No. 2 singles: Caroline Barry MT def. Julie Seidel 6-2, 7-5
No. 3 singles: Sruthi Kamprath W vs Abby Belser 3-3 (incomplete)
No. 1 doubles: Emily Kager/Nina Simic MT def. Sami Weisberg/Christine Covell 6-3, 6-2
No. 2 doubles: Taylor Evans/Lauren Collins MT def. Kirsten Biehl/Maddy Stambaugh 6-1, 6-2

Hempfield 3, Twin Valley 2
No. 1 singles: Hannah Pipkin H def. McCallee Corson 6-0, 6-1
No. 2 singles: Mackenzie Smith H def. Brook Horning 6-0, 6-1
No. 3 singles: Aimee Rosenbaum TV def. Alyssa Konas 6-4, 4-6, 6-1
No. 1 doubles: Carly Diehm/Taylor Helsel H def. Kaitlyn Ulrich/Spencer Corson 3-6, 6-3, 7-5
No. 2 doubles: Christine Blank/Kaliegh DiNoto TV def. Anna Ageyeva/Chloe Powell 7-6(5), 2-6, 7-5

CONSOLATION

Wilson 3, Twin Valley 0
No. 1 singles: Cara Wirth W def. McCallee Corson 6-0, 6-0
No. 2 singles: Julie Seidel W def. Brook Horning 6-0, 6-1
No. 3 singles: Sruthi Kamprath W def. Aimee Rosenbaum 6-0, 6-2
No. 1 doubles: Sami Weisberg/Christine Covell W vs Kaitlyn Ulrich/Spencer Corson 7-5, 0-1 (incomplete)
No. 2 doubles: Christine Blank/Kaliegh DiNoto TV vs Kirsten Biehl/Maddy Stambaugh 6-0, 3-4 (incomplete)

CHAMPIONSHIP

Manheim Township 3, Hempfield 0
No. 1 singles: Lauren Stauffer MT vs Hannah Pipkin 2-6, 4-3 (incomplete)
No. 2 singles: Caroline Barry MT vs Mackenzie Smith 6-2, 5-1 (incomplete)
No. 3 singles: Abby Belser MT def. Alyssa Konas 6-1, 6-1
No. 1 doubles: Emily Kager/Nina Simic MT def. Carly Deihm/Taylor Helsel 6-4, 6-2
No. 2 doubles: Taylor Evans/Lauren Collins MT def. Anna Ageyeva/Chloe Powell 6-3, 6-1